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Details of Visit:

Author: Earlyish Riserish
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sun 12 Oct 2014 16:00
Duration of Visit: 30 Minutes
Amount Paid: 50
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

The Premises:

Zoe lives in a quiet part of Wellington with (as it appeared) no nosey neighbours or inquisitive
people in the area. The area was safe, and although I walked from where I had parked, the area
seemed fine to park up nearby.

I did not enquire upon shower facilities, but I suspect she would have been more than happy for me
to have a quick wash.

The entrance of the house led straight into the business room and was very functional. A few tins of
beer in the room, which I had not expected, but felt comfortable and warm.

The Lady:

Zoe is a very sensual young lady with a very petite figure and incredibly gorgeous breasts. Height
wise petite, where I would suggest around five foot four / five.

The Story:

Words cannot describe Zoe, she opened the door and popped her head round to see if I was the
person she had just been in contact with. Once confirmed, a little peck on the cheek was presented
- a nice touch.

Zoe led me in, and asked how I was and if she could help me. She certainly could I thought. A very
slim and sexy shape contained within an easily removable outfit.

I nearly exploded when I saw the figure. Zoe asked me to undress and then followed with the
exchange of pleasantries (funds).

Zoe lay down on the sofa and asked whether I would like to massage her - I could not resist. It
would be difficult to say no with the impeccable body she presented before me, which felt very nice
and arousing. She has absolutely gorgeous breasts together with a sweet scent from the nether
region - heaven.

Zoe provided some excellent hand relief and asked me to come over her breasts - what a lovely
feeling for a first meet.
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After a little clean up, where she was very gentle, Zoe asked me to sit down next to her so she
could start round two.

I left a very happy and smiley person.

Looking forward to our next session where I am sure I will hope for some more personal time with a
very sexy young lady.
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